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ABSTRACT
This.paper reviews he0 various nonstandard dialects
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variety of students and their linguistic dfrfferences.,(RL)
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ABSTRACT,

-Students who do not speak.Standard English may,Kave problems when

,learning to write English. The influence of speech onwiting in English

is reviewed for Black English, for other English dialects, apd for oilier

languages,. 'Views tIn "students' right to their own langubge" are dis-

cussed, and suggestions are presented for teaching English to.students.

who d115 not speak -Standard Engfistil
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DIALECT AND WRITING: A qVIN

Brude Cronnell

',Learning to write is important for ail students in American''society.
,.

However, learning to write is ditticult for many students.' Because written
. . .

.

.

English and
.

spoktn English are related (albeit imperfectly) and because

Standard English underlies written English, students who do not speak'

Standard English may have more,. trouble learnig to white -than 'students who
E.

. r ", -:
.-.

.

.

do speak Standard English. This pape vtews pow various'non-standard

.-. Is.
dialects of English may influence w roiducts. ,and.how . writing.may

be taught to-.spaakers of such -ldiA

.

.Black English-4nd .0

The dialect that hasbeen tudiped Toitis.Black English--tHe diaret
.

44, ,
.

: of low-income blacks across the United Staes. Studies lhave consistentiy
.

,

found that Black EngAish'features are manifested--to some, degree --in the
,

1
.

writing of Black'.English speakerd.
!1

.

, ..

4

$,

1 ..

More, Black Erigl isfj features have been found. in the.spelling of young

'black children than in the writing of alder blac 'children, adolescent.s.

,and college students. ullivan(1971) and Kligman and Crbnnell (1974)

found variou pronunciat ion features reflected inthe soellin*of.second.

graderd. Carney (1979), looking at fjrst,'second, and third grader's,

also foun numerous prop nclation features reflected in children's'spelling.

These results are tinders andable:' Young children hay small spelling.

vocabularies; as they 'to spell worasthat they'have not learned to
...

.., -
.

-spell autornaticafly.(cf. mith, 1972), they must depend on their pro=i s,
...

-

nunciation to. h 'toespell the words: (In fact, Kli,gman' and
. .

,

. . .

:

.3-
A

4
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Cronnell used young children and unfamiliar words so that the children

. . - . ,

would be forced.to use pronunciation as a basis for spelling.) . FOr.
I.

example, students' whO pronowpce "mouth" as /mauf/,(intead of. /ma.0/)

and who area not familiar with the' conventional spelling of the word may

weld spell the last sound as f (rather-,than th7 when they depend on their

pronunciation of the wormsto guide their spAlli

Howeier, most children soon learn, that their pronUncretion cannot'

always serve as the basis for their spelling. FOr example, all thildeen

mustlea'rn that although they do not hear or say /b/ at the end Of "Climb,"

they must write.; b there.' Black Engl isft speakers, may have to learn more

A

$

s

. -spellings that do-not conform to their pronunciations of the words (cf.

Burling, 1970). Moreover, Black Englith speakers do not necessarily use

only one pronunciation of a word. The variability of Blaik, EngliSh has
a

been well dopumented(cf. Berdan, 1981, for a dsdustion); children may,

say./maut/ or /maiLD) as well as /mauft, and they may use their knoWledge

of such variation to spell wordi in -the conventional forms.
(

43 students get older, they seem to make fewer misspellings that are

directly related tO their speech. Groff (1978). repljzatekl one of Kligman

and Cronnell's (197 studies (Kli-gman, Cronnell,:& Verna, 1972) and found'

that 1314ck English dNimonly,reflected Fn-the spelling orfour7

and sixth graders. However, pronunciation may continue' to affect, to
- .

,
1

some degree, the spelling of oldErstudgntS.' O'Neal:and Trabasso (1976)

fpund that Some filial :consonants that,'are uncommon in Black English speech '

...
.- ' -

were Occasionally not represented'in the spelling of third and fifth grade

9
1

, . ,

students; similar
1
findings are reported by D.. GiBriggs.(1969) for high

school students.

,
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However, all consistently report that certain Inflectional

e

suffixes (e.g., -s, -'s, -ed) are'frequently'not fOund in writing--as

.
,

they are also frequently not found i-n the splech of Black English speakers.

The studies-reported by Klilman and Crpnnell.(1974) diMonstrated that

A

inflectional' suffixes (but no` ae#X-OfJonal suffixes) resulted in Black/
English spellingsand that morph614yInot pronunciation) was reflected

in'such spellings (e.g., although.:Iboth,"past" aild. "pasted" might be pro-

' nounced /pass /, the former was ene671-1-Y7,spelled with t While the latter

wag commonly tpelled.without -ed).. '4

In addition t'o the f" trigs of Kligmansand Cronnellaffong second

graders, lack of inflectional suffiXes, in the Writing of Black' Engl.is01

speakers hasbeen4ojnd amdngstudentsfin grades 4-6 (Groff, 1978; Ross:

1971), among high school students (D. G. Briggs, 1969; Wolfram18, Whiteman,

1971), among Community coilea students (FUnkhOuser, 1976, among college

students (0. D. Briggs, 1969; Collins, 1971; Geppert, 1975; Weavert1974),

and among nime-year-olds, 13-year-olds, 17-yeAtar-olds, and adults 25 and
-

older (Whiteman, 1976):

The-Back English features discussed above are related to the

orthographic representation of wordshow words are spelled or whether

suffixes are present. However, a number of other features also charac-

terize'Black
A

English; e.g., invarqant be, copula deletion, ain't, maltiple
".

negation. Such features rtrely occur in,writing (Collins, 197r; Funkhouser,

1976; GopPert, 1975; Raybern, 1975; Ross, 1971; Whiteman, 1976). ikesearchers

generally hypothesize that student writers are aware of these Gore obOous,

)
more stigmatized whole-word variants and are thus able to avoid their use

' in writing (DeStephano, 1972;'Funkhouser, 1976; Smitherman, 1970). (However,

/ 5
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Eckert, 1981, notes that when writers avoid such forms, they may use

awkward structumes because they)do not know the appropriate Stpdard

English versions of the stigmatized forms.)

The research in Black English, consequently, indicates that Black
114.

English is:commoRly 'reflected in the writing of iqflectional suffixes,
.

sometimes reflected in the spelling osounds within words (especially

.

for young writers), and rarely reflected in the use of whole-word forms

or in complex syntactic structures.

Black Englis stylistic and rhetorical features, might also be
, s

fotind .However, such features have not been well described
I

en-more rarely1been described for writinv

(Smitherman: 1973). "Weaver (1974) notes that Black college students

often make unusual'use of derivational morphemes; this characteristic,

she believes, may be a "reflection of drat 'fancy talk' traditioti" (p. 8;

see Dillard, 1.972, for a discussion of fancy alk):./

The main characteristic of fancy talk seems-to be flashy vocabulary,
.' vocabulary which to mainstream speakers pften seems ornate to the
point of,misusefand even malapropism . (Weaver,-1974, p. 8)

Cooper (1977) claims that Black college students use-three stylistic

features"th4at derive from, Black cultiral tradition: imagery (even. in

,

non-descriptive writing); rhythmic patterns in pr se; "personal involvement"

(i.e., expensive use of firs,t parson.).

.

PtherDialeets and Writing, . f
s . %

.

While Black,English hat received considerable.research attention,
.

, ,
other dialects of Engl:sh,have not fared so well.. However, the'limited

4. P , ft:

available' research does Indicate that dialects other than Black English
-

-...

also affect wilting. ' .
/ r

:."2.-

-r

/

s
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'. Three studies have looked at regional dialects: Boiarsky (1969) at /// i.

. , .

Appalachian Speech; Graham and Rudorf4(1970) at the dialects ofOhio,

.1'
, .

,/

. Massachusetts,.and Georgia; Stever (19804 ) at dialect in Virginia. All

. , .

found that spelling errors were related--in some degree--to dialect
,I ,./ ,..,

\..

.,pronunciation's.
., 4

6 sotudy of the English spoken by two American Indian ;tribes found

that or forms influenced written forms (Wolf'ram, Christian, Leap, and
N,

' i

.Poiter,4.1979; Potter), 1981); most orthe,influence was on spellrng ani

..

morphology.

.. .

' Heat), (1,981) Has studied two ryral-oriented communities in:

southern Appalachia, one' white and one-Waok. ,She found that the ,

; -

.

communities' different orilstory-telling styies-were refilected in the

,writting,styles of students. /
,:.

.
Other Languages and Wri.ting in` English

Speakers of other languages frequently do ndt speak English in

e
standard fashion; consequentty,theiroral English (which is influenced

by their native. language) may affect their written English.

Lay (197) contrasts English and Mandarin' Chinese; it is nOt'clear
1

how (or-whether) these diiferences affect writing in English. ,Two,

studies of Hebrew speakersfound different effects.' Bassan (1973) =found

that the spellings of'third-g 4 Hebrew speakers could be more easily

accounted for by analysts of the English spelling` system thbnby

,ference from Hebrew. Michelson (1974) found that the vowel mi sspellings

of college students reflected the pronunciation of HebreW speakers.
1p

ft

In the United States, Spanish is the non-English languag9most

commonly spoken, but its influ(ince on Written English has not been studied.

\ 7
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much. 'Rizzo and Villafane (1'975) list and illustrate many Spanish',-English
.

contrasts that influencewriting,. but they_give no indication of the

relative importance or frequency of these features. Alvarez (1974), looked

at the pronunciation.andpspelling of Mexican.Amarican second graders;
.

"deviant" pronunciations we're found reflected in misspellings. However,

in a study in progress, Edelsky (198.0 indicates no major effects from

Spanish on the English writing of bilingual Mexican-American third 'graders.

4 Amastae (19$1) found that by the time bilingual Mexican-American beach

college, 'Spanish influpCes are rarely detected in their writing. 'However,

Herrjck (1981) found Spanish influeRces in the writing of bilingual college

students who had 'hot been born in the linked States; like other researchers.,

he noted the omission:of inflectional suffixes.

\\.3
Scollon and Scoltqn (1979) argue that writing-an essay (in the native

to 'language or in Engli,s1i) is diffiCult for Athabaskan 1ndians because ?he,-

'do not prp4de ew.idence that such constraints actually affect the

'writing of Athabaskans. .)

, Comparisons Among Dialects

oral communication style of the Athabaskan culture does hot perm,it

speaking to an unknown audierice, speakrng.as an expert, or speaking,.

for a long time--all common practices in writing. However, the Scollons

,s0

Most of the studies reported above Ilooked at the speech and writing

Lor just 'the writing) of nonstandard speakers and found that certain

aspects orspeech were reflected in writing. However,.mightpthese features

also be found in the writing of Standard English speakers? THe, anslqer

4 4

appears to be a qualified yes: 'Written features that reflect spoken

. '
nons'andard dialects are also found in the writing of standard speakers,

f

but not so frequently.
4

8
4
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Kligman and Crohnell '(1974) found that'spellIng errors'related to,

Black English Wel-e,made by ririddle-class, suburban, white children, but
0

that lower-class, urban, black childrern made these errors much more

frequently.. Whiteman (1976) found that both 'black and white stuClents t

omitted inflectional suffixes (such omission is a feature of spokefi Black

; English but not of most white dialects); however, black students omitted

.

them more fiequently. She concluded "that in addi.tion to influence from

'the spoken language system of the writer (i.e., dialect Influence), there

is also a Obn-dialect-specific tendency to omit in writing certain
. t

.
,

.

.

.

inflectional suffixes . :."." (pp. 2.9), 1..

r

The. differences between groupsseem much less i4Hen'students are
$

in remedial college writing classes. Kirschner and.Poteet (1973)
O

looked at fourteen kinds of errors in the writing,of black, Hispanic,

..-

and, white remedial students in an urban community' college. The mean
/

number of non - standard sentences did riot differ-among the groups, nor

A$3

did the-Tank-order of the error types in terms of number of sentences

r
, )

with errors. However, the authors did not differentiate errors -within

categories; moreover, some of the categoTie5 should not be expected to '

show dialect.effects (e.g.,capitalization,'fragments, run- on.sentences9.

Hammons (1914) looked at'the'writing of black, Americanjndian,

and white college freshmen and found the writing of Indians and whites

to be similar, but the writing, of blacks to be more.influenoed by

nonstandard features.

t

Sternglass (1974a, b) studied the writing of black -and white students

in remedial-freshman writing,classes. With the.eiiception of black use,

.

of invariant be,,blac4 and whites used the same nonstandard feafures, )

but blacks used them more frequently.

At.
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Shaughnessy-(1577), a foreinost authority On the teaching of

( writing to remedial college freshmen (primarily "new," "nontraditional

or "disadvantaged" students), claims that , °

.

Most students, whether'they started out speaking Chinese or BEV
[[}lack English VernaCular] or Navajo,,seem to end up in freshman
English with a common stock of errors that appear most often to
-arise directly from-interference from other languages and dialects,
from problems of predictability within the systelii called forAl '

English, or from the difficultiesassoc4ated with writing rather
than speaking English. (p, 157) ,

A

Thus, all students may have the same basic writing problems, butspeakers

of nonstandard dialects may have these pr'oblems more abundantly.

Cooper (15i0b) found differences between field- dependent ("holistic")-

.students and field-independent ("analytic") students. Field=dependerq

students ttnd to use 'less classification than field-independent students,

less distancing (i.e., use first and second persons,more), mcjre descrip-

tion and figurative language, and more "transitional features" (inaccurate

use of Standard English; hyper-corrections).. The wfiting style Of fi4eld-

4 , t

dependent students is not the standard school style, which is more like

.." t 1

o the style of field-independent students. Cooper (f980a) Ct3ims that -,

- minority g roupS (specifically blaCks. and Mexican-Americans) Mend to' StVgr
..4 0.,

,

include large numbers of field-dependent thihkers, who consequently 1-1T..e
,

1

, .

problem) with school writing because of their divergent style. , 0( I.

Students' Right to Their Own Language

If students' dialects'inflUence their writing, it has traditvionally

beerassumed that students must change their writing- -most correct theit,
' .

"errors." Anotherway of approaching dialect and writing is to,suggest
1.

1

that students learn a second dialect--Standard English -for use in their

10
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writing. Ignored here is the issue of whether they.also meed to-speak

Standard English.) In this view, students who speaknon=standard dialects
4

a.

0

must become "bidialectai :" .
,..

4

r .. A.r ,

Tiiis vJew is ,probably held by most people in industry,: by most
.. 4

teachers, and by most of.the public. aialect usage. in writing just
.

is not acceptedexcept from a(feWprofessionakwritei-s,. writing mostly

.:about
racia172khnic matters and writing primarily in literary forms.

.

.

HOWever,',Somp (highly vocal) members Of the English teething
1

.
i

.. _ .,-

i

ptbfession_have argued against,bidilectalism and against the eradication

. , .

of dialect from Writing (e.g. O'Neil, 1972; SleCid, 1969, 1972). They

,. ,
, -

argue that bidialectalism is justvother manifestation of Ywhlte supremacy"

II.' '

. . .7,:k # °N

-... (Sledd, 1969);
,

that forcing studente.to write in Stadard English is'anoter'

Ir

form of majority-group oppression of m nNiry grou s.

,The proponentt or these Stigumendwere streng hened by the Conference

on College Composition .and ComOunicatiOn ,(a part of the National

of Teachers of English), .which adopted a resolution on "Students' right

to their ownilanguve":
;

We affirm the udents':righ to their,own( patterns and varieties
0

of language--the dialects of their nurture or whatever dialects in
which they4find their own identity and style. Lpnguage scholars
long ago denied that the my6'of a standard American. dialect has

, .

any validity. The claim (ttrat-aky.....,one d,ialett .is unacceptable .

amounts to an. attempt of one social group to exert its dominance
overanother. Such a claim leads to false advice for speakers'

and weliteri, and immoral advice for huMens. A nation proud,e4
its. diverse heritage: and its cultural and racial variety'will
preserve its heritage of dialects. W6 afift trongly'that
teachers must have the experiences and training that will enable.
them to respect diversity and-uphold.theright o students to

.their own language. (Committee On CCCC Language Statement, 1974,

PP. p-3Y
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. . As mighbe expected, this'stateMent created'(and continues to
,

1 ')
create) considerable controversy,-w with heightened passions on both sides.

. .

of the argument. Nearly everyone agreeS that.students' native dral Lan-

guage should not be destroyed. But-there is less agreement "as .to whether

Students' native language should De permitted (much less encouraged) in
' .4

writing. li"./ '. ,, .

. jr
- ..

t
/ .

..

e . (

. h

The arguments are highly emotional And political. Those who 'drgue i .

, .

for 'ratherrather than dialeCt forms'in writing (i.e., for 1:correctness")
. -

,

are often accused of inhumane destruction of students' souls. 'Those,who

. . .

argue for a laisse2 faire approach are accused of'denying 'students the
-

- opportunity to move into mainstream society. The literature is filled

With Opposing artuMents--and no llefinitivesolution. ,
....n .

) .

Clearly, emphasizing form and ignoring content will not help students
1

*

become,good writers. pnthe-otherWiand, for most readers, 'text that is..

riddled with nonstandard usage will be less easily read. A middle 'groung,

t '
is needed--ooe that recognizes the value of the students' native language'

.

forms, but als recognizes.the value of certain standardi of good written

".

usage.

,Speechand Writing:, What Is the Connection?
.

.

-,

The research suggests that nonstandard speech may be reffected- in
4 , ..

( .

1

m'the writihg.of manyositudents. Hartwell (1980): has cogentLyargued. that

, 4
E. .

dialect does not interfere with writing. He sees
4

writing at a global
4-...,

4 $

. .

roes and suggests that the writing problems of linguistically differ-'

,

4. 4.

* .

ent students
4

result from their lack of:farriiliaritye/ith print code.
, 9\

,

4%4

. e.. . .

iConsequently, he believes that writing should be' taught with .x( emphasis
II . .

12 rt
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,

on meaning. Two restliondents to'Hartwei1's artTh f e agree withthe importance
t'. .

,

./ '

.. . ,

of meaning but One wouL4put more emphasis 4 meanin9,(tollins, 19881 vnile
,

.
4 .

the °tilerwould also include swipe emphasis Sor-ine control, of b4sic skills .

e1980).(Freedman, Thes differences inemphasis are similar to thole dis-
:.

. ...,

cussed 'under UStuderitS' right to ihei own language." .

.

A

Whiteman (1979) argues that interference suggettS separate language
,

.

. . . :
.. -

systems and is an inapkopriate-term for diScussing the effects of dialect
* .

e . .
4!.

-t
on wr, iting. (However, althoUgh she does not

inter4-rence.may.bethe appropPlate.term far discussing the effecp of.
other.] uaige§ on writing in English.) Whiteman suggests, that dialect',

a

. .

'influences writing, but does not interfere ,with abbLity to 'write. Potter
41.. -

(1984 also argues that-diefeci does not Interfere with the ability to
.*-

, .

, .
. .

communicate,'Aithoughlit Way, influence the form of comTunication:
.,

. :
'. Mast of the research hesfocused* the surfaCe effects of dialect.t

-%

.

While such effects.may be holiieable, they do not destroy. communication.
NI .. .

.
.

Little researChlhas been conducted on whether mare global features of
, -. .

discourse'f from iPecificAialects (or cultures) may affect Writing.
>

SUch effects-, if found, may interfere with learning to write more than..
. , 4,6- .., j .

,

, do the surface -level influences that are most obvious,.
N,
r /

. *. .

Teaching Writing to Linguistically Different Students

.., -Because people- differ 16 theirIiiews about the influence of dialect

on writing,and about whether (and- how much) dialect should be, accepted

in writing, fhey,donot agree as to hOwwriting should be taught to
1

speakers of nonstandard dialects.
,

One approach suggested is to ignore dia4ect influences--to focus

on the writing Vocesi,, on the rhetorical situation, and on the goalsof
. 4

04
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Writing,(Bailey, 1973, Biziell, J979; ..P,Obi.lson, 1973; Smithertien,1973).
. ,--,

..

' This view be summarized as tollows;
,

,

.

..,

. .
., /- . . . .

The'functioh.of the composition teacher, then, should be so'lfocttJA
. .

i the student's attention* the intelligibility requirements of he

4rIttencode,t rather than to attack the studeni1,s use of language.
The arbitrary:standards-of correctness must 'be ignored; the rela-

tive means of effectiveness must be stressed, the'student must
develOp a s4f7confidentarttitude toward' hit language. (Baron,

1975, P. 122) .

,

A somewhat less extreme view is suggeited.by Sipple (1976.) and by Ghbe'rt
-

-
, - .

(1980), who would include some instruction on dialects irthe composition

curriculum: ,Fafold (1971) suggests that dialect forms May be app.ropriate

in certbin ktnds
%
of w'riting (e.g.,(°.personal.letters). Collin (1979)

,...

,,
.

,
. .

. . .
.

x. advocates initial acceptance of dialect orms while theffocus is on how
%, .

r L
rite; latef,,standarci-usage can be taught:' -.. s....

I,

( - .. . . .

:Many pradtiOtners advocate .the use of Ehglish-as-q-SecOnd-language
.

, . ; ,

,

.
chniqueS to help remove diaject influeRceson4Writib9 (Brude landHalVden,

;Epes pikpatrick, and SJI,thwel 1 ,, t978; Ried,1973; :S))c, ta, 1970).
.

4

.10

. .

Other approaches inclUde an em

.

(based, languageLconstration

is on speech (Gwin,0981) and a grammar-
.

(Mldphy, 1981)%, Q. , ''

N. ' GtlaY (1975)N suggests that4teaching,applOaches may depend On the kind ,

a -4. . , .

of dilllect form. 4ome dialect forms arestigpatized and are not used in
. . . . .

.

writing (e.g., pin5t, invariant be, perfective done);whowever, since stu-
...

dents,may.not know the standard forms to be used, the new, unknown forms

should be taught as -if teaching a foreign language. When actual dialect

,

.featuresere used, students need to learn the differences between their

dialect and Standard English. When hypercorre, its are made,-Thstruti/on

can provide,students with informatiqn about ap propriate forme to use.

A
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Becemse speakers-of nonstandard dialects do have some familiarity

with oral Standard'English, they may be ,able to use this knowledge to,

write in Standard English. berdan 0981),who notes that moSt-Black .
I,

f

nglish sOeakers use Standard English forms at least some of the time,

(
suggests

.

suggests that students do not need to learn new forms; rather, they need
-, 0 - I At -

to'learn Which of their forms are appropriate for writing. Similarly, t

de

Stokes (1 7) notes that Black Ensi _i_ti speakers have receptive knowletlge,
o

- . t. .

r-- of Standard English and that this knowledge can be used in writing.
. ,.

These views may
.

also apply to speakers of other dialects.

4

Finally, Ft is frequently suggested (e.g., Whiteman, 19791 that

since dialect primarily influences surface features of writing (especially,

manifested in spelling end syptax), the teaching of editing skills IS
.. .

i ,

'particularly important for speakers of nonstandard dialects. Bartholomee

(1980) indicateA that when students read their compositions aloud, they

corrects many of their wr iting errors. Thus, the, best way to teach writing,

t9 linguistically different students may be an eclectic bne that incorpor-

ates-a variety Of approaches that"maf work with a variety of students.

f
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